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Jacoba’s glasses© 
 
The slobber dripped from Veteris’ face and fell to the ground with a splat sound. 

Veteris waved his hand frantically around his face. Fidel didn’t mind. The dog dodged his 
swinging hands and kept licking him. Veteris rolled into a ball on the ground. His muffled 
laughing mixed with yelps from Fidel. The dog ran quickly from Veteris and headed at Sufi. 

“Ahh,” Sufi yelled as she ducked her head down. Large strands of dark red and light 
white hair fell around her elbows. The dog sniffed at the back of her head. She could feel 
her hair jump with Fidel’s hot air.  

“Come back over here, you hound!” yelled Veteris with a smile. The dog bounced 
back to his owner. Veteris rubbed Fidel’s head. “Now sit down for a minute,” he said while 
he put pressure on Fidel to sit.  

 
“How can you and Fidel be so 

happy?” asked Sufi. 
Veteris looked up at her. His eyes 

gleamed through his large rimmed 
glasses. “What do you mean?” 

“What do I mean?” asked Sufi 
with a tinge of anger. “We’re stuck out 
here in this deserted town. Quamquam 
hates us and will try to get us imprisoned. 
We have no water. Euclid is lost. We 
have…” 

“A new challenge?” suggested 
Veteris. Sufi closed her eyes in suspicion, which made Veteris laugh even more. He stood 
and walked over to Sufi. He pulled a knife from his pocket. Fidel stood rigid behind him. 
Veteris crouched down and began to draw in the sand. Sufi remained quiet, watching as 
the outline of a girl appeared in the sand. 

“Is that supposed to be me?” she asked with disappointment. 
“Why no,” replied Veteris. “That is Jacoba. Let me tell you her story!” Veteris sat on 

the hard ground. He cleared his throat. His deep voice began: 
 

 
 
Jacoba blinked her eyes, and then blinked them again and again. Not to clear out 

dust or to adjust to light but to reset the world to the one she’d always known. Jacoba hid 
in the alley, afraid to leave, and resentful the blinking didn’t work. It had been two days, 
and she couldn’t make sense of anything. People’s faces used to be colorful and angular, 
what Jacoba knew as normal. Now all the faces were these circular, big eyed versions of 
the originals. Once full of color, sound and smell, the streets and scenes were cleaner versions 
made of just a few bold colors. They were recreations of the original but flat and two 
dimensional. Her world was now like those she loved to read: a comic. Jacoba always 
insisted they be called graphic novels, and now it was the graphic aspect that shook her. 
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Everyone’s attitudes were graphic, distinct like their physical features, or subdued to the 
point of almost missing, like their noses. 

Jacoba hadn’t sat in the alley the entire time. She’d twice ventured outside of its 
shadows and the anonymity they provided. The first time she walked out onto the road, 
watching people go by, no one noticed her. Overjoyed, she thought she found a place 
where she could be one of those characters that she loved to read. She felt a power in 
herself, an excitement at the thought that she could leap high, move fast, and find forces of 
evil to foil. She’d find a cute boy with hair sticking out at rough angles, yet still looking hip 
and handsome. He’d hold her hand and introduce her to strange lands and exotic tales. She 
could practically see his face in her daydream when a creature flew up behind her at the 
speed of her blinking eye. 

Jacoba could still see it in her mind as she cowered in the alley. Its four limbs seemed 
to barely touch the ground as it propelled itself forward, four furry feet at a time. It was so 
fast that the colors of the animal came off in streaks behind it like streamers on a kite. The 
streaks lingered in the background, obscuring the buildings and streets behind them. The 
beast was massive and moved in shades of purple and gray. It was tethered to some boy, 
or maybe the boy was tethered to it. He held onto the rope attached to the monster. It 
pulled him along, swinging him far left and right as it turned. He, too, was a blur, a blur that 
Jacoba had only seen a second before he would have hit her. She dove for the sidewalk, 
curling in a ball and slammed into a café table. The boy and his darting animal were gone 
before she could clear the spilt coffee off her torn pants.  

The patrons of the café yelled at her for her clumsiness, their speech appearing from 
their heads in white bubbles that popped after Jacoba heard them. She cringed, trying to 
apologize but saying nothing. She darted for the closest alley, her current home. She was 
quite pleased that in this graphic world you didn’t seem to get dirty though disappointed 
to find you did get hungry. It didn’t seem right. Even after this scare, hunger pushed Jacoba 
back onto the streets. Her body was long and lean, not heavy by any means, but it needed 
something to keep it going. She walked the streets looking left and right, ensuring no flying 
animals took her head off. She reached the café, and a girl was quick to approach her. The 
waitress’ long hair was two-toned strands of yellow and brown. She had long, thin arms, 
like Jacoba’s, but patterned with what looked like tattoos. 

Hamburger. Spaghetti. Ice cream. Those were all thoughts Jacoba had as she opened 
her mouth to speak. Before any of those words were out, the waitress yelled, “Out of here! 
You know you’re not allowed here. There’s a shelter to help people like you with no money 
or place to be. Go on!” She grabbed Jacoba by the arm and shoved her back toward the 
street. Jacoba stumbled in reverse through the door, the tricolor café becoming a blur as 
she fell onto her back. The girl stood over her with a circular face and a slight arrow for a 
nose, her mouth set, unmoving. Many eyes formed in wedges aimed at this girl laying face 
up in the street. 

Jacoba rose without the need to dust herself off and returned to her alley. She’d been 
there ever since. Once nearly killed by an animal and the next by embarrassment, she sat, 
blinking. The shadows moved down the wall as another day set. No sun showed itself but 
somehow there was light. The colors were strong and bold, nothing like the world she kept 
trying to blink herself back to—a world with soft hues and warm dirt.  
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She lay in the dark angular shade, hidden from the sliver eyes and circular faces of 
the passersby, the true citizens of this realm. Jacoba’s every blink was a prayer to get back 
to the world she used to know. She counted them: 45, 46, 47. She hoped she would fall 
asleep as she counted. She didn’t. Her stomach ached, which was an odd feeling in a graphic 
world. It’s a feeling too strong for her and so she rose slowly, noiselessly. Her head peered 
around the corner, tilted at a severe angle. Her own hair fell in front of her eyes in strands 
colored too strongly. Questions like “Why am I here?” and “How did I get to this world?” 
were ones she’s asked herself repeatedly. All those questions had gone silent, now she just 
wanted food. This time Jacoba followed the alley, behind the café and toward the large 
trash cans. She peered in, not sure what she hoped to find. She tried not to get sick from the 
thought though fortunate that scent and smell were not perceptions here. 

The trash lid clanged as a voice boomed into her frame of vision. “That’s not a place 
for you, Antela.” Jacoba spun to see a giant of a man. His stomach bulged from underneath 
his T-shirt. His belly and shirt were the same color white, the uniformity of the color broken 
only by a thin black stroke where the shirt began. His shirt had a single colored triangle 
near the shoulder, yellow. Jacoba wondered if it was supposed to be a grease stain and 
whether there wasn’t something more original for a chef in an alley. His huge hands reached 
out to her. They seemed twice as large as they should be, giving them, and him, a comical 
look. Appropriate. She couldn’t tell if those hands welcomed or threatened her. His word 
bubbles snapped into place: “Come in here and help Hands clean. After some work then 
Hands will give you something to eat.” 

The man turned and the bubbles above him burst from the air behind his broad back. 
Jacoba scratched her head. Hands, of course his name would be Hands. Jacoba stood in 
silence. The man disappeared into the darkness of the café’s back door, allowing Jacoba a 
look around the alley. Three clear and solid tones: gray, white and black. Uncertain, she 
took a step forward and stopped. The man, Hands, reappeared with a smirk on his face. 
“You are not so hungry then, Antela?” he said. 

“Why do you keep calling me Antela?” Jacoba was startled by the bubble that 
popped up around her head. It was the first time she’d spoken out loud in this world, and 
the first bubble blocked her left eye. Her words disappeared with a pop that made no 
sound. Hands, the chef, laughed. “You would think a girl would know her own name. You 
wish to eat or not?” 

Jacoba didn’t wait. She dashed inside the back of the café feeling a bit sorry for 
taking Antela’s meal, but not that sorry. Hands pointed with a fat finger at a large pile of 
dishes in a sink. He swung his finger over at the mop in a bucket and then swung it again at 
bags of trash. Not a single word bubble, his instructions and orders matched his world, all 
graphic. Jacoba scrubbed the dishes, mopped the floors, and took out garbage bag after 
garbage bag. Her blue pants were a stark contrast with the yellow, red, and silver of the 
kitchen. Tones and angles, this world was all tones and angles. Jacoba’s knees grew weak 
from hunger, and so she sought her payment. She found Hands standing in the alley. Slim 
streams of light from a post provided a contrast of narrow white to the deep darkness 
outside. It cast a shadow across Hands’ belly. His bearded face smiled a hidden smile as his 
word bubble popped up. “Ah, is it time to eat? Come with me.” 

They sat over a table in the dark alley. Hands’s table had a red and white checkered 
tablecloth. Normally, Jacoba would have appreciated its contrast of colors against the black 
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of the alley. She loved graphics that played with color to highlight a frame. Now she was 
busy eating as furiously as she could. After she couldn’t fit another bite and had a moment 
to reflect, she looked up to ask Hands the many things on her mind. “Where am I? This isn’t 
my world and Antela isn’t my name! I don’t know why I’m here and it all seems too much for 
me. You’re the only one that has been nice to me. Why . . .” Like a submerged tank releasing 
air underwater, the word bubbles rose feverishly, one after the other. Hands sat smiling as 
they appeared and disappeared in crescendos, waiting for Jacoba’s flurry to let off its 
energy. He raised his massive hand, chuckling. “These are not questions for me, Antela. Only 
The Advisor could answer such things.” 

The last of his word bubbles lingered as Jacoba took a breath. She didn’t understand 
what Hands meant or how to ask a question that made her needs clear. She had a thousand 
questions, even about Hands himself, but not one seemed right. “Where is this advisor?” she 
asked. 

“The Advisor. You will find The Advisor in Square Circle.” Hands word bubble infringed 
in Jacoba’s space, and she shrugged her head slightly to avoid it. 

“A square circle? Doesn’t even make sense,” said Jacoba. 
Hands stood and spoke to Jacoba. “What’s sense anyway? Square Circle. It’s on the 

other side of town. The easiest way is to take the train below the city. Exit in the Flower 
District and you’ll see the Square Circle. The Advisor will find you there. I think you should 
sleep before trying it. You can stay in the café, in the back. There are boxes of broccoli, 
not too hard, I imagine. I could see it as a bed. You?”  

The idea of another night in the alley was worse than anything Jacoba could imagine. 
A bed of broccoli, in boxes or not, sounded far better. She smiled at Hands, asking him to 
show her the way. She lay on the boxes thinking about how odd it seemed that this world 
had things like broccoli. Shouldn’t they eat cooler food or no food at all? Before another 
thought emerged, sleep came, and Jacoba woke just as quickly. It seemed like one of her 
blinks. 

The morning sun, missing itself as an orb, shone a single tone of yellow in the world 
from its hiding spot. Jacoba walked out into the streets. Hands stood tall and broad next to 
her. He patted her on the back with more softness than Jacoba thought him capable. He 
then pushed her down the road with a stiffness that was not surprising for a man that looked 
like Hands. Without a word, he handed Jacoba a train token and just pointed with his big 
finger out in the direction of the rail station. 

Jacoba walked the streets with caution. People occasionally spoke to each other on 
the sidewalk, and she dodged their word bubbles as though they would harm her. The train 
depot was chaos for Jacoba. Characters . . . people . . . moved by her in all directions at 
slow and fast speeds, as though she were a pole upright in a stream of water. She would 
have felt ignored and invisible except that people repeatedly nudged her and cut in front 
of her. This annoyed her until she realized she could follow them to a train cart. The 
underground world whipped by as the cart propelled her toward the Flower District. She 
kept her head down, still trying to blink the world back to normal. She hoped no one 
challenged her. The sounds and the people seemed so unfriendly. The whoosh of the cart 
left a trailed bubble as it moved. It read “Shwoo!” and Jacoba thought it unnecessary. An 
electronic voice announced in its own bubble that the next stop was the Flower District. 
Jacoba stood under the notifier’s bubble and waited for it to leave. Instead, the doors to 
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the cart opened, and she exited without looking back. She followed the crowd up the stairs, 
back into the single toned light of the missing sun. Jacoba found it funny that in this world 
her eyes didn’t have to adjust from light to dark. She saw a large park, circular in shape. 
The sign read Town Square. She smiled to herself, realizing it was Hands’ Square Circle.  

Jacoba watched people walk the paths of the square. Statues stood in various poses 
around the paths, looking just like the people of this world but in monotone gray. There 
were no pigeons to harass them. Vendors walked around the park with food and treats, no 
pigeons for them, either. The crowd coming out of the train station split around Jacoba, a 
statue herself, as she tried to decide where to go. A few shoves and pushes compelled her 
to take a seat on a nearby bench, out of way of the train exit. She sat confused on how she 
could ever find The Advisor. She scanned the buildings around the square, hoping for a sign 
or hint. 

An elderly woman pushed a cart, its squeaks surrounding Jacoba in bubbles. The 
woman stopped, turning back to look at her, and said “Glasses, young lady?” She swung 
her cart around, its parasail showing no hint of wind or movement. The woman had different 
eyeglasses displayed on top of the cart; the shapes, colors ,and styles all varied from 
comical to stylish to practical. 

“I don’t wear glasses,” Jacoba said as she waved her hand declining the offer. 
“Ah, but you do,” the old woman said. Her face had single dimension wrinkles leading 

to a head of silver poky hair. Long red robes shone brightly, and Jacoba wondered why 
she had multitones when no other character—person—did. The woman waved her hands in 
circular patterns at Jacoba’s eyes. “Everyone wears glasses. Not a single person doesn’t.” 

Jacoba laughed, pointing at the old woman. “You’re not even wearing glasses!” 
She meant it as a joke but it looked harsher in the word bubble than she intended it. 

She started to apologize, to clarify, when a blur of color caught her eye. Blurs, the telltale 
of motion and speed in this graphic world. Jacoba turned and watched another boy pulled 
by a tether. This time there were three beasts on the other end. His face compressed as he 
did his best to hold on to the rope. He screamed. Jacoba looked back at the old woman. 
“Shouldn’t we help?” she asked. 

“Help what, dear?” The old woman looked at her with a mischievous smile. “The boy 
there with his balloons?” And she offered Jacoba a pair of square, red rimmed sunglasses. 
Jacoba turned back to see the boy pulled around the circular square. The beasts ran so fast 
the boy now only had one hand holding the tether. Jacoba turned back to find the old lady 
still holding out a pair of glasses. She reluctantly grabbed them, put them on, and turned 
again. She saw a boy holding three balloons. The wind blew them hard, and he laughed as 
he tried to keep them from flying away. He tried running with them on the path around the 
park. People jumped out of his way, smiling and pointing. He looked hilarious. 

Jacoba took off the glasses. She rubbed her eyes vigorously. The old woman held out 
a wrinkled hand. It held a blue rimmed pair of eyeglasses with giant circular lenses. Jacoba 
swapped them for the red pair and looked over at the train exit. People stumbled and 
pushed each other as they rushed out to their destinations. Jacoba slowly put on the blue 
eyeglasses and returned her view to the train exit. A lady had dropped her bag, her papers 
spread out across the steps. A man held out his arms blocking others from stepping on the 
documents. Another woman dropped to her knees, collecting the papers and handing them 
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over to their owner. Jacoba looked back at the old woman with the cart. “What kind of 
glasses are these?” she asked. 

The old woman smiled the same smile. “Glasses,” she said, “like any other. As I said, 
we all wear glasses, and we all see with the lenses that we choose to wear.” 

Jacoba laughed. “Well, in my world they don’t have glasses like these.” 
“Your world, my world, The World. What is a world anyway except interaction? And 

if you and I interact then isn’t it indeed my world, and your world, and The World? All and 
none, it’s in the lenses, you see. Come now, hand me those,” and the old woman took the 
blue glasses. The dark circular lenses reflected a beam of light onto Jacoba’s face, but she 
didn’t squint. The woman turned from Jacoba and walked away with her cart squealing its 
bubbles behind it. The squeak, squeak sequence of words broke in their bubble with those 
of The Advisor, “Just decide which glasses you’re going to wear.” 

Jacoba’s head spun. She lay down on the bench and looked at a white sky. It had no 
color, really. She thought how much more beautiful it would be as blue, many shades of 
blue. Where were the depths and edges of clouds that went on in infinite grays and whites? 
She thought about her mom’s face, the many shades of pink, beige, and tan, and about how 
her own angular face now turned into a circular limited geometric shape. She wanted the 
round back, the bumps, the many colors, a scuff or two. She drifted off to sleep imagining 
a world of many tones.  

Her head sprung from her desk. Her graphic novel stuck to the side of her chin, dangling 
like a lopsided beard. She’d fallen asleep on another book, drooled on it, the saliva a glue. 
Jacoba smiled and peeled it off to the words of her mother calling for her. She shook her 
head to clear the bells then sprinted down the stairs. She stopped half way down. The stairs 
were ugly, really ugly. They had dark stains and light stains. The stairs were all shades of 
brown, yellow, and gray. She stuck her head down close enough that the fabric tickled her 
nose and gave it a sniff. Not an overt scent but it was awful. She loved it. Jacoba continued 
down the stairs. She hugged her mom as strongly as she could. Her mom turned her head, 
smiling at the burst of unexpected affection. Her surprised face contorted as she asked 
Jacoba, “Where’d you get those glasses?”  

 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Veteris took a long breath after finishing his story. He closed his eyes and felt a slight 
breeze tickle the cheeks on his face. He opened his eyes again and looked at Sufi. 
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 “So what do you think of that?” he asked the girl next to him. 
 Sufi shrugged her shoulders. “I guess I need Jacoba’s glasses.” 
 Veteris nodded. He put his hand on her shoulder, “We have all the glasses we need. 
Just choose which pair you want to put on.”  
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